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This glossary of technical terms contains terms used in this prospectus in connection with 
our Company. The meanings given to these terms may differ from meanings given to them by 
others in the industry.

“Agreement on Textiles and 
Clothing” or “ATC”

an ar rangement that imposed textile and clothing quotas on 
imports from developing countries to industrialised countries that 
was phased out on 1 January 2005 by the WTO

“cotton” a unicellular, natural fibre composed of pure cellulose

“cotton fabric” cloth which is made from cotton yarn knitted together

“cotton yarn” yarn produced from cotton fibres used in knitting and weaving. 
For the purposes of this prospectus, cotton yarn includes cotton 
polyester blend and other cotton blends

“ERP system” enterprise resource planning system, an accounting-oriented 
information system for identifying and planning the enterprise-
wide resources needed to take, make, distribute, and account for 
customer orders

“functional fabrics” fabrics that incorporate value-added features such as moisture 
management, anti-microbial and/or anti-odour

“greige fabric” an unprocessed form of fabric just off the loom or knit ting 
machine

“interlock” a type of double-knit fabric that has a smooth surface on both 
sides

“stretch fabrics” fabrics knitted with elastomers to provide stretch properties

“synthetic yarn” yarn produced from synthetic fibres

“warp” a sheet of yarns wound together on a beam for the purpose of 
weaving or warp knitting

“warp knit” a knitting method that differs from weft knitting in that each 
needle loops its own thread. The needles produce parallel rows of 
loops simultaneously that are interlocked in a zigzag pattern

“weft” yarn that runs crosswise during the knitting process
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“weft knit” weft knitting uses one continuous yarn to form rows of loops 
across a fabric

“yarn” a long, continuous length of interlocked fibres used to construct a 
fabric. As used in this prospectus, yarn includes cotton yarn and 
synthetic yarn


